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Abstract Dynamic equilibrium of short tidal systems with ebb deltas, inlets, and basins is poorly
understood. Observations suggest the possibility of equilibrium with sediment import balancing export,
while individual channels and shoals at the local scale remain dynamic. Our objectives are to ascertain (1)
whether tidal systems under entirely steady forcing can attain this state and (2) under what conditions
cyclic channel-shoal migration occurs. We present experiments of tidal systems developing from an initial
breach in the coast. We periodically tilted the entire flume to obtain reversing tidal currents and sediment
transports. The surface area of the back-barrier basin with an inlet channel with erodible boundaries
continued to enlarge while sediment mobility decreased. Experiments with fixed inlet boundaries remained
smaller and much more dynamic and had cyclically migrating ebb and flood channels. The same cyclicity
with a period of about 80 tides is observed in shifting dominance of the two channels of the inlet and in the
shifting channels in the basin. Experiments with stepwise sea level rises resulted in more rapid channel and
bar shifting, increased channel dimensions and basin size. We conclude that cyclic migration of channels
is coupled between inlet and basin but the ebb delta did not show such cyclicity. Furthermore, tidal basins
with erodible boundaries slowly enlarge by margin erosion toward a system where sediment mobility is
at the threshold for motion, as in braided gravel-bed rivers. Consequently, in nature dimensions of tidal
systems are partly determined by naturally formed cohesive and vegetated margins and geological context.

1. Introduction
1.1. Gaps in Understanding of Short Tidal Basins
Many coastlines have inlets where tidal currents cause sediment transport and form a tidal system. Tidal
inlets between barrier islands connect to dendritic tidal channels separated by tidal flats, such as in the
Wadden Sea (Netherlands) [Sha, 1989a; Oost and de Boer, 1994] and Florida (USA) [Hayes, 1975] (Figure 1).
Many tidal basins have an ebb delta seaward of the inlet. Morphological changes often cause serious
navigation and flooding risks, high fairway dredging costs and critical loss of habitat. The expected changes
of sea level and human interference with sedimentary processes and biological activity demand forward
planning for decades to centuries and development of sustainable management strategies that respect
requirements of shipping, flood risk control, food production, and ecology [e.g., Wang et al., 2012]. This
study concerns the coupling between the tidal back-barrier basin and the ebb delta through the tidal inlet
channel and presents a novel experimental setup that for the first time produces self-formed tidal systems
in dynamic morphological equilibrium.

A tidal system is here defined to be in equilibrium when there is no net import or export of sediment
averaged over many tides. This global equilibrium has been described in empirical relations between
ebb-tidal delta volume and tidal prism [Walton and Adams, 1976]. More precisely, a steady state, i.e., a
dynamic morphological equilibrium, is established when sand and mud import is on average equal to
export. The equilibrium time scale depends on length scale: bars typically change over decades and entire
basins adapt over centuries depending on the tidal range, wave climate, and setting. Full adaptation to
changing conditions is possible when morphological development is faster than the rate of change of, e.g.,
sea level. Process-based modeling emphasized evolution toward equilibrium while not reaching it [van der
Wegen et al., 2008; Dissanayake et al., 2009; Dastgheib, 2012]. Alternatively, idealized process-based models
showed the bed characteristics of these systems when they are in equilibrium [Schuttelaars and de Swart,
2000; van der Vegt et al., 2006, 2009]. Technically, it has just become possible to numerically model full-scale
fluvial, tidal, and coastal systems on the full Holocene time scale in weeks due to progress in fluid and
morphodynamic modeling and steadily increasing computational power, but large sensitivity to parameter
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Figure 1. Two examples of tidal inlets. Both have ebb deltas (invisible). Note flood shields, branching of main channels, and smaller channels flanking the barrier
in the basin. (a) Inlet between Texel and Vlieland barrier islands, Wadden Sea, Netherlands. (b) Mutually exclusive ebb and flood channels in the basin between
the Vlieland and Terschelling barrier islands. (c) Core Sound inlet, North Carolina, USA. (d) Mutually exclusive ebb and flood channels in the Core Sound inlet.
Source: Bing maps, accessed May 2013.

choices and large differences in outcomes between model codes with similar underlying physics indicate
that long-term prediction remains a challenge [Coco et al., 2013].
1.1.1. Large-Scale Equilibrium
Sediment eroded from the tidal basin accumulates in the ebb delta, but sediment from the delta and
supplied by littoral transport and wave-driven transport can return if the basin becomes more flood
dominated. Mean depth, surface area, and height of intertidal shoals are the principal morphologic
parameters affecting the tidal asymmetry: short systems with large intertidal water storage tend to be ebb
dominant and enhance seaward near-bed transport, while shallower basins with little intertidal storage
tend to be flood dominant [Friedrichs and Aubrey, 1988; Wang et al., 2002]. As a consequence of the coupling
between dynamics of inlet and that of the basin and delta, empirical relations exist between cross-sectional
area, tidal prism, and volume of ebb or flood tidal deltas depending on friction and sediment transport rates
[O’Brien, 1969; Powell et al., 2006; Stefanon et al., 2010]. Observations of recovery after disturbances support
these relations, for example, on two occasions when the tidal basin length of two basins in the Wadden
Sea was reduced suddenly by human intervention. As a consequence, the inlet reduced in size over
a few decades [Biegel and Hoekstra, 1995] and the ebb delta changed shape and size [Elias and van
der Spek, 2006; Dastgheib, 2012]. Clearly, littoral drift is important as a source or sink for sediment as is
wave climate.

Most tidal basins developed under disequilibrium conditions in the Holocene under sea level rise and partly
reflect antecedent topography and geology. In the late Holocene humans caused renewed disequilibrium
by agriculture and peat mining resulting in accelerated subsidence and repeated ingressions [van der
Spek, 1995]. The present-day morphology and degree of filling therefore also reflect sediment unbalance.
In addition many tidal systems are confined by antecedent topographic and geological conditions such
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as valley shape and the presence of resistant lithologies [Townend, 2012]. This raises the question to what
extent present equilibrium depends on antecedent basin properties and history. In other words, how does
dynamic equilibrium depend on the erodibility of the inlet and basin boundaries?
1.1.2. Cyclic Channel Behavior
Field studies show that tidal systems generally remain dynamic over time. For example, the channels in
the mesotidal Wadden Sea and South Carolina region, which have multiple inlets, are actively migrating by
eroding bars and depositing new bars. The tidal inlets between the barrier islands shift continuously and,
as far as known from observations spanning a few centuries, quasiperiodically [FitzGerald et al., 1984; Sha,
1989b; Oost and de Boer, 1994; Israel and Dunsbergen, 1999]. Forcings such as dominant wave direction or
littoral drift may cause cyclic behavior of tidal channel and bar migration [FitzGerald et al., 1984; Cayocca,
2001] and may even cause cyclicity in the number of inlet channels [Oost and de Boer, 1994].

At a smaller scale, ebb- and flood-dominated channels develop around bars in nature and in numerical
models [van Veen, 1950; Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995; Hibma et al., 2003] and laboratory experiments
[Kleinhans et al., 2014a]. van Veen [1950] defines these pairs of ebb- and flood-dominated channels
as follows: a flood channel is open to the flood current and has a sill, henceforth called shoal, at the
upstream end, and an ebb channel is primarily open to the ebb current and has a shoal at the seaward
end, which makes the ebb channel less accessible for the flood current. In other words, the channels start
relatively deep at the upstream end and get shallower toward the end, similar to chute channels in rivers
that may end in a shallow chute bar [Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011]. But here the channels show a
behavior that is probably unique to the tidal environment: the ebb and flood channels evade each other
[van Veen, 1950]. This happens where two channels, curved in opposed direction, have a combined shoal
(Figure 2a). This mutual evasion also often occurs where an ebb channel and a flood channel meet head-on:
one often splits or forks to “embrace” the other which results in a v-shaped bar (Figure 2b). This frequently
occurs on ebb deltas at tidal inlets which have one or two ebb channels and several flood channels
[van Veen, 1950]. The shoals of adjacent pairs of ebb and flood channels can appear to be connected to form
“zig zag” bars [Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995].

The mutually evasive ebb and flood channels are often dynamic. van Veen [1950, Figure 19] described a
case in the Western Scheldt (Netherlands) where a curved ebb channel builds out a meander bend, only to
cutoff after about every 25 years and restart the cycle of bend outbuilding again (Figure 2c). This is similar
to what can be observed in meandering rivers dominated by chute cutoffs [Kleinhans and van den Berg,
2011; Van Dijk et al., 2014], apart from the current reversals. These cycles of bar destruction and creation
have not been reported in numerical model studies of tidal basins. In fact, models show remarkably little
bar dynamics at present [e.g., van der Wegen et al., 2008; Coco et al., 2013], and this remarkable lack of
coupled channel displacement and bar dynamics extends to other environments (such as the fluvial)
[e.g., Schuurman et al., 2013], which suggests that some process or boundary condition is lacking in the
models. Perhaps landscape experiments can be used in addition to the models, but until now experiments
for tidal systems were poorly developed relative to numerical modeling. Moreover, the few cases reported
in literature also showed this tendency to develop static channels and bars in the final equilibrium (reviews
in Kleinhans et al. [2012] and Coco et al. [2013]). This raises the question whether the dynamics are caused
by internal processes or by external forcing such as storms, spring tidal conditions, tidal modulation by the
18.63 year cycle, varying wave directions, and human effects such as dredging and land reclamation. In
other words, is periodic channel behavior intrinsic without external forcing?

The brief review above suggests that dynamics are often observed where, loosely put, there is enough space
in the system to develop multiple channels. This is the case in tidal inlets with multiple channels and in
mutually evasive ebb and flood channels. This is comparable to rivers of which the width-to-depth ratio of
the channels determines the number of parallel channels and bars, theory which has been extended to the
tidal environment [Seminara and Tubino, 2001]. The width of a system can be determined by external factors,
such as the geological setting that determines the erodibility of the boundaries. Here we hypothesize that
planimetric dimensions of tidal systems can also be constrained by tidal flats and tidal marshes that form
naturally in the tidal basins. This hypothesis is inspired by the fact that river channel width-to-depth ratios
are set by the naturally formed floodplains with cohesive sediment and vegetation. In such systems, it is
the balance of floodplain formation and floodplain destruction by migrating channels that determines the
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Figure 2. (a–c) Three examples of mutually evasive ebb and flood
channels separated by shoals [after van Veen, 1950].

width and depth [Kleinhans, 2010].
In a developing tidal basin, whether
filling or eroding, this same balance
could determine the equilibrium inlet and
basin dimensions, which in turn would
determine the space for the channel-shoal
pattern and the dynamics. One possi-
ble end-member found in nature is tidal
basins entirely constrained by antecedent
conditions, e.g., bedrock. The other pos-
sible end-member is the case with only
cohesionless sediment in the boundaries,
which can develop by morphodynamic
processes that continue to erode the
margins until the flow shear stress drops
below the threshold for motion of sedi-
ment in the basin and at the margins. We
focus on the latter.

Our objectives are (1) to ascertain whether
a dynamic morphological equilibrium
of tidal basin, inlet, and delta can exist
in situations with only tidal currents,

cohesionless sediment, and without confinements of the barrier and of the basin and (2) whether periodic
channel behavior is intrinsic and occurs without external forcing.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Scaling Approach
Paola et al. [2009] argued persuasively that experiments of fluvial and deltaic patterns show similar
morphology and dynamics as their counterparts in nature because these patterns are scale independent.
On the other hand, Yalin [1971] and Hughes [1993] argued that experimental scale models of real-world
prototypes should adhere to strict similarity scaling rules to prevent severe scale problems. Those rules were
devised at a time when such scale models were used to quantitatively test effects of planned engineering
measures in specific prototypes. However, that strict meaning of “severe scale problem” does not preclude
general “scale-independent morphodynamic similarity” for our present purposes of generic morphological
problems. Here we take a pragmatic position and use certain scaling rules that are essential, while ignoring
or relaxing others, based on Kleinhans et al. [2014b].

General scale independence of processes and morphology requires that conditions remain within certain
thresholds beyond which the general behavior changes [Kleinhans et al., 2014b]. The most important
threshold is that of the sediment mobility, while presence of turbulence and lack of sediment cohesion
in bed sediment are secondary requirements. Successful downscaling of a natural tidal system by, say,
10,000 times to fit into an experimental facility requires that the flow remains turbulent and the sediment
transport equally intense [e.g., Yalin, 1971; Van Dijk et al., 2012; Kleinhans et al., 2012]. But sand particle size
cannot be reduced 10,000 times because then it is cohesive clay. Instead, particle density is reduced, but
still the shallow laboratory flow depth requires a much steeper energy gradient lest the sediment becomes
immobile. In the few publications that report morphodynamic experiments with tides [e.g., Reynolds, 1889;
Mayor-Mora, 1977; Stefanon et al., 2010] the system evolved toward a static situation with minor to no
sediment transport.

A problem of past tidal experiments is that sediment transport in scaled laboratory experiments requires
a much steeper water surface gradient than in natural systems because water depth and therefore bed
shear stress is otherwise much smaller. For rivers a steeper slope constitutes only a minor experimental
problem because the initial bed can be made steeper and, depending on the ratio of upstream discharge
and upstream sediment input, morphodynamic equilibrium is feasible. However, tidal currents, driven
by variable water surface slopes, should transport sediment both downslope on the bed toward the sea
and upslope toward the land. This is difficult on the steep seaward bed slopes in past tidal experiments,
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Figure 3. Sketch of the experimental setup. Zones where the basin
and delta develop are indicated by shading. A constant sea level
above the flume floor is maintained by a constant head with outflow
at a constant level and constant inflow by pump from the sump tank.
The periodic tilting was driven by a computerized stepping motor.

where tides were generated by periodic
water level variation [Reynolds, 1887;
Tambroni et al., 2005; Stefanon et al.,
2010]. The reason is that steeper bed
slopes of relatively short and wide
basins enhance downslope ebb-related
transport while upslope flood-related
transport is reduced. These ebb-dominated
tidal systems therefore export sediment
in a runaway process until they are
static. Until now, these scaling problems
made morphodynamic tidal experiments
problematic, controversial, and rare
[Reynolds, 1889; Yalin, 1971; Hughes, 1993;
Tambroni et al., 2005; Stefanon et al., 2010;
Kleinhans et al., 2012]. This is perhaps the
reason that numerical modeling studies are

far more frequent in the field of tidal morphodynamics in contrast to fluvial morphodynamics where both
experiments and numerical modeling are frequently used.

Our novel solution for this classic mobility problem in tidal experiments was to produce tidal sediment
motion by periodic tilting of the entire flume (Figures 3 and 4 and Movies S1–S6 in the supporting
information). The variable bed slope with tidal cycles, here with a period of about a minute, favors significant
ebb and flood flow with water surfaces which are both approximately aligned with the bed, which is similar
to the rigid lid assumption used in theoretical models. This means that by tilting the flume, we applied a
periodically varying gradient to drive flow and sediment transport. At the same time we kept the bed slope
aligned with the water surface slope which prevents the negative bed slope effect on the sediment
transport during flood. Our pilots in a small 1 m2 flume showed that this creates dynamic tidal bars with
mutually evasive ebb and flood channels. Within hours, short tidal basins formed with a tidal inlet and
dynamic channel branching corresponding to observations for natural equilibrium systems [Kleinhans
et al., 2012]. Later experiments in a larger flume also used in this paper formed mutually evasive ebb- and
flood-dominated channels from a flat bed in symmetrical tidal conditions [Kleinhans et al., 2014a].

2.2. Experimental Scaling Parameters
The most important scaling parameters are as follows. The first is geometrical. Tidal basins at barrier coasts
commonly have width to length ratios approximating unity or larger and have much shorter lengths than
the tidal wavelength Lt (m), which can roughly approximated by

Lt = T
√

gh (1)

where
√

gh = the tidal wave celerity in shallow water, with g = gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/s2),
h = water depth (m), and T = tidal period(s), typically about 4.4 × 104. For a typical basin-averaged water
depth of about 3 m this results in Lt ≈ 240 km, which is an order of magnitude larger than typical basin
length in the Wadden Sea.

In order to have suspended sediment transport the flow must be turbulent. Presence and intensity of
turbulence is expressed in the Reynolds number:

Re = uh
𝜈

(2)

where u = depth-averaged flow velocity (m/s), h = water depth (m), and 𝜈 = kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
(𝜈 ≈ 1.16 × 10−6 for lab temperature). Flow is usually turbulent with a Reynolds number Re> 1000.
Note, however, that the phenomena of bed load transport and bar and channel formation do not require
turbulence [e.g., Malverti et al., 2008; Kleinhans et al., 2014b].

The near-bed flow conditions affect bed scouring tendency. The channel bed is hydraulically smooth when
the particles are submerged in the laminar sublayer. When this is the case, ripples form if there is enough
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Figure 4. Images taken during one tidal cycle of 79 s near the end
of the constant sea level and fixed inlet experiment 28. From high
to low water the water depth in the basin is slightly higher than
from low to high water. Water was colored with red dye. Coastal
barrier islands flanking the tidal inlet were fixed by sheet metal.

water depth (h> 0.02 m) [Mayor-Mora,
1977; Tambroni et al., 2005], or scour holes
form in shallow flow [Stefanon et al., 2010;
Kleinhans et al., 2014a]. A full explanation
for these phenomena is lacking, but
a reasonable working hypothesis is that
the turbulence generated at the ripple
top or scour hole rim is strong enough to
penetrate the laminar sublayer, so that
scour is maintained. For hydraulic rough
boundaries, the bed remains planar or dunes
form when water depth is large enough. The
balance between inertial and viscous forces
at the bed surface is given by the Reynolds
particle number:

Re∗ =
u∗ D90

𝜈
(3)

where u∗ =
√
𝜏∕𝜌 is the shear velocity [m/s].

The transition from hydraulic smooth
to rough is gradual (Re ∗= 3.5− 70),
so that a hard threshold cannot be given.
Conservative estimates take the upper limit,
but there is empirical evidence that the actual
limit below which scour holes and ripples
form is lower at Re ∗≈ 5 [Kleinhans et al.,
2014b].

The most important issue in reproducing
mobile bed morphology and consequent
stratigraphy is sediment mobility [Kleinhans
et al., 2014b]. In nature, sandy systems are
dominated by bed material suspension.
Sediment mobility is expressed as the Shields
number (𝜃), which is the balance between the
bed shear stress and gravity:

𝜃 = 𝜏

(𝜌s − 𝜌f )gD
(4)

where in steady uniform flow 𝜏=𝜌f ghS is the
total shear stress (N/m2), with 𝜌f =density
of fluid (kg/m3), 𝜌s = density of sediment,
S= energy slope of the water, and D = particle
diameter (m), usually the mean or median
of the distribution by weight. For sediment
transport calculations, the shear stress related
to skin friction is used to exclude form
roughness from bedforms and channel
walls, where

𝜏 = 𝜌f g
u2

C′2 (5)

with the Keulegan equation to estimate
the skin friction-related Chézy number (C′)
(m1∕2/s):

C′ = 18 log
12h
𝛼D90

(6)
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Table 1. Experimental Conditionsa

Inlet Sea Level T (s) S (m/m) Cycles D (h) Cycles/d

26. erodible sidewalls constant 79 0.005 12030 264 1094
28. fixed sidewalls constant 79 0.005 6619 190 1094
29. fixed sidewalls 8 mm stepwise rise 79 0.005 9857 222 1094

aExperiment number is indicated. Tidal period T in (s) is imposed by tilting the flume
periodically with maximum flume slope S in (m/m) in both directions. Experiment duration is D
in (h). For convenience the number of tidal cycles per day (24 h) is given.

where D90 = 90th percentile of the particle size distribution (m) and 𝛼 =multiplication parameter here taken
to be 3. An alternative measure for sediment mobility is the Rouse number defined as Z=ws∕𝜅u∗, where
𝜅=0.4 is von Karman’s constant [-] and ws (m/s) is the settling velocity of the
median particles.

The latter requirements conflict with classical similarity scaling [e.g., Hughes, 1993]. The mobility increases
with reducing particle size, but fine sediment makes the occurrence of unwanted scour holes more likely.
This can partly be resolved by using low-density sediment with a large diameter. However, the ratio of
flow depth and particle size in experiments is then much smaller than in nature, which causes higher
friction. Indeed, Kleinhans et al. [2012] found rather low flow velocities which can be attributed to the
relatively higher friction in experiments with large particle sizes. This, in turn, affects the Froude number
and Reynolds number. The low flow velocity can to some degree be resolved in the present experiments
by increasing the effective energy slope of the system for both the ebb and flood phase by the flume
tilting. However, it is an empirical question to what extent these scaling issues affect the experimental
morphodynamics. In the river experiments done along similar lines of relaxed scaling the morphology
appeared not to be affected significantly [Kleinhans et al., 2014b]. Moreover, a further analysis using
classical scaling approaches such as outlined in the appendix of Tambroni et al. [2005] is not possible
because all these analyses assume a given width. This is the unknown in our experiments because we have
self-forming channels. This problem was also encountered in river experiments with self-forming channels
and has until now only been resolved experimentally and empirically, which requires many auxiliary
experiments [Kleinhans et al., 2014b].

2.3. Experimental Setup and Materials
We used a 3.8 m by 1.2 m tilting basin of 0.25 m depth that was tilted over the short axis in the middle to
produce tidal currents. The tilting was controlled by a vertical threaded pole driven by a stepping motor
with microcomputer control. This tilting flume, also used in Kleinhans et al. [2014a], was much larger than
in Kleinhans et al. [2012]. Sea level at the seaward boundary was set by a constant head allowing free inflow
and outflow of water while maintaining a constant sea level above the flume floor through a constant head
construction (Figure 3). This was different from the setup in Kleinhans et al. [2012] where the water volume
of the “sea” was constant and limited by flume dimensions. The present setup also differs from Kleinhans
et al. [2014a] where free inflow and outflow at constant head was allowed on both sides of the flume and
no coastal barrier was made, so that a short reach of a much longer estuary was simulated. Here we focus
on short tidal basins with barriers.

The initial topography was a plane bed of sediment in the tidal basin. The sediment bed on the inland side of
the inlet was raised about 0.041 m above the flume floor, which is 0.013 m above sea level. At the shoreline
a barrier of sediment was shaped of about 0.12 m wide and 0.02 m above the sediment bed. The inlet width
was 0.25 m and was kept fixed with rounded sheet metal profiles in some runs. The sediment bed was about
2.3 m long with a volume of about 0.1 m3 of sediment. Sediment consisted of polystyrene particles with
a density of 1042 kg/m3 with a narrow particle size distribution characterized by particle size percentiles
D10 = 1.03 mm, D50 = 2.1 mm, and D90 = 2.8 mm. This sediment has a rather large permeability so that
groundwater flow can play a role in the experiments.

We initially did 25 experiments to explore useful ranges of initial conditions and boundary conditions
(reported briefly in the results). In all three experiments reported in detail we carved a small channel of
0.2 m long, 20 mm wide, and 10 mm deep to ensure that the basin initiates in the middle of the flume
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Table 2. Scaling of the Experiments by Comparison of Dimensional and Dimensionless Numbers With Natural Inlets of a Range of Sizes in Portugal and in the
Wadden Seaa

Variable Experimental Basin Experimental Inlet Ancão Inlet Slufter Eierlandse Gat Vlie Explanation

u (m/s) 0.1 0.25 0.7 0.65 1 1.5 velocity
h (m) 0.01 0.025 2 0.8 3 3 depth
T (s) 79 79 45360 45360 45360 45360 tidal period
H (m) 0.005 0.005 1.5 1 1 1 tidal amplitude
L (m) 0.7 0.7 700 2000 20000 30000 basin length
At (m2) 0.5 0.5 4 × 106 153 × 106 668 × 106 total basin surface
Ac (m2) 0.05 0.05 500 440 47 × 106 345 × 106 channel cross-sectional area
P (m3) 0.005 0.0125 0.5 × 106 207 × 106 1078 × 106 tidal prism

𝜌s (kg/m3) 1050 1050 2650 2650 2650 2650 sediment density
D50 (m) 0.0021 0.0021 0.0005 0.00025 0.00025 0.00025 median grain size
D90 (m) 0.0028 0.0028 0.0015 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 90% grain size
ws (m/s) 0.027 0.027 0.070 0.032 0.032 0.032 settling velocity

Δh (m) 0.008 0.008 0.13 0.13 0.5 sea level rise
Δh∕h [-] 0.8 0.32 0.163 0.043 0.167 relative sea level rise

Lt (m) 25 39 201 × 103 127 × 103 246 × 103 246 × 103 tidal wavelength
L∕Lt [-] 0.028 0.018 0.003 0.016 0.081 0.122 relative basin length

h∕D50 [-] 5 12 4000 3200 12000 12000 distortion
C′ (m1∕2/s) 21 28 67 73 83 83 friction
𝜏 (Pa) 0.23 0.78 1.1 0.8 1.4 3.2 shear stress
𝜃 [-] 0.22 0.76 0.13 0.19 0.35 0.79 sediment mobility
Fr [-] 0.32 0.51 0.16 0.23 0.18 0.28 Froude
Re [-] 862 5388 1207 × 103 448 × 103 2586 × 103 3879 × 103 Reynolds
Re∗ [-] 241 603 905 168 259 388 Reynolds particles
Z [-] 4.5 2.4 5.2 2.6 1.9 1.3 Rouse suspension

aFor a comparison with other experiments reported in literature see Kleinhans et al. [2012].

rather than at the smooth sidewalls. The sea level initially was 0.028 m above the flume floor (Table 1).
The tilting amplitude of the flume was set at 0.01 m resulting in a maximum flume slope of 0.005 m/m
(Figure 3). This is similar to our fluvial experiments with sand in bed load motion [Kleinhans et al., 2014b] and
consistent with our observation that the low-density sediment was in motion with some suspension.
We also did experiments with sand but these had lower sediment mobility despite higher tilting slopes,
whereas we aim to form systems with significant suspension of bed material (Table 2). The tilting movement
consisted of constant velocity of 50 mm/min with pauses of 10 s when the flume was tilted at the highest
angle in either direction. The effective tidal (tilting) period was 79 s. Given the friction-dominated flow, we
visually observed that this resulted in a tidal flow velocity signal that was approximately sinusoidal with the
same period as the tilting of the flume.

The water was dyed red with Rhodamine B for visualization of the morphology. The dye color is quite
different from that of the sediment and deeper water results in a more saturated and darker color that
can be observed from photo cameras suspended above the flume. Images were taken automatically by
time-lapse photography in phase with the flume tilting every sixth or twelfth tidal cycle at four subsequent
times: at the most extreme tilting angles in both directions and at crossing the horizontal plane (used here
for quantitative analyses). The size of the images of the Canon Powershot consumer camera was 3648 by
2736 pixels taken from a distance of about 2 m from the flume, so that one pixel measures about 0.51 mm
on the sediment bed. Water depth was measured manually and from the dye color (detailed later). Flow
velocities were not systematically measured but estimated from floating particles and dye velocity upon
release were about 0.1–0.2 m/s in the tidal basin and up to 0.3 m/s in the inlet (also see Movie S6 in the
supporting information). These measured flow values resulted in a high sediment mobility with a hydraulic
rough boundary, subcritical and transitional to turbulent flow in most of the tidal basin and the entire inlet
and ebb delta (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Location map of profiles. Image from experiment 28 during
ebb phase at the end of the experiment.

Three experiments were selected for
analyses after initial testing for
repeatability (Table 1):

1. The first experiment (number 26 in our
series) had an inlet with erodible side-
walls representing a tidal inlet in a weak
and low coastal barrier.

2. The second experiment (28) had a fixed
tidal inlet width representing strong bar-
rier islands, otherwise resistant lithology
in the channel margins, or equilibrium
island heads due to balancing tidal
erosion and accretion by waves and
wind-driven sediment transport.

3. The third experiment (29) started from
the final topography of the second
and was subjected to sea level rise: the
outflow elevation was raised 8 mm
in five steps. This could be seen as
unrealistic stepped sea level rise but
is here intended to assess the effect of
the initial land elevation relative to the
sea as this was found significant in the
preliminary tests and in earlier experi-
mental and modeling work [Dastgheib,
2012; Kleinhans et al., 2012].

2.4. Data Analysis

Figure 6. Example true-color time stack of the “basin” profile, i.e., the
semicircular profile in the basin in experiment 28 (see Figure 5). Here
the unit of time is image number and the unit of distance is pixel
number. The corresponding filtered time stack is shown in Figure 14
(basin case).

The morphology was characterized by
qualitative visual analyses focusing on
relevant phenomena outlined in section 1.
This was done mostly on the basis of
images taken at ebb tide in de basin as
channels were most clearly distinguished
from (intertidal) flats in this phase.

For quantitative analyses a water depth
proxy from the color in the images was
used. Image distortion due to lens errors
was hardly detectable and irrelevant for
present purposes. Red, green, and blue
(RGB) bands with digital number values
for green, red, and blue were transformed
to the L∗a∗b∗ color space (CIELAB).
Herein, L∗ represents the luminosity
in digital numbers from 0 to 255, a∗
is the value on the axis from red (pos-
itive integers from 0 to 127) to green
(negative integers −127 to 0), and b∗
is axis from yellow to blue (−127–127).
Here we use the redness digital num-
ber value larger than a threshold as an
indication of water depth. Water depth
could have been estimated with an error
(1𝜎) of about 1 mm in agreement with a
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Figure 7. Distribution of depths in experiment 28 with fixed inlet and con-
stant sea level. (a) Example distribution of redness values (a axis) of the
final image after conversion to L ∗ a ∗ b ∗ color space. Threshold for recog-
nition of water is indicated. (b) Frequency distributions of depth for the
basin and for the ebb delta, showing relatively little surface area with deep
channels, particularly on the ebb delta. Bold lines are time averaged over
entire experiment.

detailed calibration for the same tech-
nique and dye in Van Dijk et al. [2013],
but time variation in lighting and dye
concentration would have caused
time-dependent bias.

For time series analysis we extracted
four profiles with image RGB values
from images in the same tidal phase
(Figure 5) with exact positions varying
between experiments. This means
that we collected a time series
of “line images.” These lines were
plotted together with time as the
second dimension. This resulted
in a true-color time stack (exam-
ple in Figure 6), which shows time
in the vertical direction and the
one-dimensional color image along
a profile projected in horizontal
direction. As color indicates water
depth, the resulting time stack shows
how channels and bars move in
time, i.e., the dynamics. To filter the
RGB time stacks (e.g., Figure 6), we
converted these to the L ∗ a ∗ b ∗
color space as described above.

To remove the dry morphology and
obtain the proxy for water depth, the
redness was calculated and threshold
minimum and maximum values were
applied on the time stacks as a whole
in the color scales to remove noise
and enhance channel positions. These
were empirically determined from
measured distributions of redness
(Figure 7). Typical applied minimum
and maximum digital numbers for

redness are about 10–25 and 60, respectively. The resulting range of digital numbers corresponds approxi-
mately and linearly to water depths of 5–30 mm.

The camera nearly resolves individual particles which caused some noise in the time stacks. We therefore
took the maximum redness value from three adjacent profiles where the two extra profiles were shifted
5 pixels to the left and right of the profiles indicated in Figure 5. This did not significantly change channel
locations, patterns, and periodicity but removed noise from the time stack plots. Gaps in data were indi-
cated in all time stacks by lines and discontinuities on the time axis as some gaps were large due to camera
connection failure in weekends.

Channels are defined here as being wet and red at low water while intertidal area is defined as having been
wet in the past in the experiment but presently dry at low water, which excludes the original, higher bed.
The total basin area is the sum of intertidal area and channel area (Figure 8).

3. Results
3.1. General Development
In the experiments with fixed and self-formed tidal inlets and constant sea level (26 and 28), tidal basins
formed with simple channel networks and ebb deltas (Figure 9, Movies S1–S6 in the supporting information).
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Figure 8. Maps of redness of the experiment with fixed inlet and
constant sea level. Redness indicated in color bar (scale in digital
numbers) applies to all maps (see Figure 7). (a) Location of
channels during ebb indicated by redness at one moment
in time. (b) Persistence of channel locations indicated by
time-averaged redness (with minimum redness subtracted)
for the entire experiment. (c) Erosion base at the end of the
experiment indicated by the maximum redness over time
(with minimum redness subtracted for the entire experiment.

All experiments had in common that sediment
was initially exported from the enlarging
basin to the growing delta. At first, channels
extended landward perpendicular to the
coastline. When the ebb delta started to
emerge the flow bifurcated around it which
caused the channels in the basin to migrate
transversely. The resulting widening and
enlargement of the basin decreased rapidly
over time until a near-equilibrium was
reached of the surface area of the basin and
cross-sectional channel area of the tidal inlet.
These near-equilibrium conditions differ
between experiments as detailed below. This
was also true for each step in experiment 29,
which was a continuation with stepped sea
level rise on the final result of experiment 28.
To summarize observations relevant for the
first objective, the experiments nearly reached
equilibrium but slowly continued to enlarge
the basin for lack of constraints by cohesive
sediment or imposed boundaries (antecedent
geology in the field and flume walls in the lab).

In the experiments, channels and shoals
remained dynamic and shifted between
straight and curved. In experiment 26 with
the erodible inlet the dynamics of channels
and shoals decreased toward the end as
the mobility of the sediment in the inlet
reduced due to the widening and shallowing.
In the fixed inlet experiment (28), the largest
channels were found in the middle of the basin
but often small channels were persistently
found clinging to the landward side of the hard
sheet metal barrier. Mutually evasive ebb- and
flood-dominated channel pairs were frequently
observed to develop, migrate, disappear,
and redevelop in the main channel in the
basin (Figures 9 and 10). The rate of change
depended on sediment mobility which was
obvious from experiment 29 with stepped sea
level rise. On the deltas, however, channels
were much less dynamic and commonly
remained bifurcated around the emergent ebb
delta. Both on the delta and in the basin the
distribution of depth was asymmetric in the
sense that there is relatively little surface area
with deep channels and confluence or inlet
scours and much more intertidal area and area
with shallow water during ebb (Figure 7b).
To summarize observations relevant for the
second objective, in general, the channels and
shoals remained dynamic in the experiment
because the sediment remained mobile,
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Figure 9. Representative series of images of all three experiments: (left) 26, (middle) 28, and (right) 29. Number of tidal cycles (tc) and real laboratory time are
indicated. See Movies S1–S6 in the supporting information.
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Figure 10. Time series covering one cycle of mutually evasive
ebb- and flood-dominated channels that periodically swap
position. Images show indicative water depth from redness of
the basin and inlet in experiment 28. Arrows indicate dominant
flow direction. See Movies S1–S6 in the supporting information.

particularly in the experiment with the fixed
inlet. Moreover, quasiperiodic behavior
of channels and shoals was ubiquitous in
the experiments.

3.2. Preliminary Test Results
We initially did 25 experiments (not shown) to
visually assess the mobility of the bed sediment
and the final near-equilibrium dimensions
of the basin. We experimented with a range
of tilting periods and amplitudes. We found
that sediment mobility and basin size were
most sensitive to amplitude because the flume
gradient determines the water surface gradient
and thus the shear stress for at least a part
of the tidal cycle. Indeed, below amplitudes
of a few millimeters the sediment remained
immobile while for amplitudes above 1 cm the
tidal basin inevitably grew until limited by the
sidewalls of the flume; a situation we need to
avoid for the question of basin equilibrium.
Future experiments will determine whether
faster tidal cycles with lower slopes can cause
the same mobility as the present tidal cycle
period and slope.

Initial channels in the otherwise dry sediment
bed were carved of 0.2 m long, 20 mm wide,
and 10 mm deep. Tests with much longer and
wider channels simulating an initial estuarine
topography surprisingly filled the channel
rapidly to form a short tidal basin as in the
experiments presented here. This shows that
the initial channel has no significant effect on
the equilibrium planimetric form of the basin.
However, the amount of sediment forming
an ebb delta was affected by the volume of
the initial channel. This means that the size of
the tide-dominated ebb delta is sensitive to
the initial elevation of coastal plain and of the
barrier relative to the sea level and the sea bed
level, because these determine the amount of
available sediment and the accommodation
space for the delta. Consequently, empirical
relations from literature relating volume of
delta sediment to tidal prism reflect regional
antecedent conditions and sediment inputs
and outputs from various processes rather than
generic laws related to pure tidal conditions
and can therefore not sensibly compared to
experiments. Likewise, the experiments are
sensitive to initial sea level relative to the land
surface. An initially higher sea level caused
immediate large-scale flooding where basin
enlargement was prevented by the flume
walls. We will now discuss the results of the last
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Figure 11. Time stack of indicative water depth from redness (from the LAB color space) of experiment 26 with erodible inlet sidewalls during ebb phase in the
basin. See Figure 5 for locations of profiles. Abscissa shows relative distance from the center along a straight profile or angle along semicircular profiles from left to
right when looking seaward. Black line indicates gap in data of 29 h due to camera connection failure, with restart time indicated on the time axis. Green dashed
line indicates moment when the interval of the images was changed from once per 7 tides to once per 14 tides (note change in scale of time axis).

three experiments in detail, which were technically the most successful and are typical for the behavior we
observed in many experiments.

3.3. Experiment 26 With Erodible Inlet, Constant Sea Level
In the first experiment (number 26), four phases of development were clearly distinguishable. In the first
phase (0–35 h), the erodible inlet rapidly deepened and initially even narrowed, which caused much
sedimentation on the ebb delta. The ebb delta was mostly formed by an ebb-dominated channel roughly
perpendicular to the coast that extended seaward and periodically moved transversely (Figure 11).
Flood-dominated channels flanking the delta were nearly parallel to the coast.

In the second phase (35–73 h), the inland basin lengthened while the delta enlarged (Figure 12) and became
increasingly emergent. The ebb channel was rather suddenly closed and henceforth the main tidal flow
that then went through the former flood channels was forced directionally toward the basin sidewalls. The
channel in the basin then split temporarily, mirroring the bifurcated channels of the ebb delta, but one of
the channels was rapidly closed off. Meanwhile, the inlet channel widened rapidly (Figure 12d). Following
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Figure 12. Time series of intertidal area and channel area for
experiment 26 with erodible inlet sidewalls. (a) Channel and
intertidal area in the basin. (b) Channel and intertidal area on
the ebb delta. (c) Ratio of intertidal and channel area in the
basin and on the ebb delta. (d) Width of the erodible inlet. Black
line indicates gap in data of 29 h due to camera connection
failure. Green dashed line indicates moment when the interval
of the images was changed from once per 7 tides to once per
14 tides (note change in scale of time axis). Four phases occur
of enlarging ebb delta and tidal basin alternated with inlet
widening, where the times of abrupt change in behavior (35, 73,
and 200 h) relate to channel initiations in the basin or channel
avulsion on the delta.

this the mirroring channel of the ebb delta
decreased in size (Figure 11), until about after
73 h when the closed channels in the basin
and on the delta were reformed in response
to the lengthening of the delta at the other
deltaic channel.

In the third phase (73–200 h) growth
accelerated (Figure 12) due to the sudden
bifurcation and transverse movement of the
inland channels (Figure 11). The channel area in
the basin increased also at that point. Following
this period of large instability, in phase four the
basin area and channel area continued to grow
slowly over time while the inlet widened on
average. This trend was probably exacerbated
by water evaporation, which lowered the
average sea level about a millimeter as we had
not yet developed the constant head overflow
at this point. The sudden changes near the
end of the experiment are possibly due to a
channel shift on the delta.

The erodible inlet width on average increased
linearly in time and with the surface area of the
basin and the ebb delta (Figure 13). Large-scale
irregular fluctuations coincided with channel
shifts and new channel cutting in the basin
and the quasiperiodic redirection of the main
discharge through the two channels on the
delta (between 120 and 200 h). The four phases
are recognizable as (1) an increase of basin and
delta areas but constant inlet width, (2) a large
increase in width while area hardly increases,
(3) again accelerated area increase with hardly
increasing width, and (4) a slow increase of area
with a large increase in width. On average the
inlet width and basin and delta areas increase
proportionally and about linearly, but there is a
repeated reorganization on the delta alternated
with enlargement of the tidal basin.

New channels cut backward into the initial
plain during ebb as the groundwater entered
the tidal basin through the channel head which
weakened its scarp. The channel area was much
smaller than the basin area and delta area
(Figure 12c), so that the ratio of basin area over
intertidal area was nearly unity.

3.4. Experiment 28 With Fixed Inlet,
Constant Sea Level
The second experiment (number 28) had a
fixed inlet width and the morphology initially
developed similarly (Figure 14) as the erodible
inlet experiment. The main ebb channels on
the delta were maintained for a much longer
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Figure 13. Tidal basin and ebb delta areas plotted against
erodible inlet width (experiment 26). Four phases occur of
increasing areas of the ebb delta and tidal basin alternated at
35, 73, and 200 h with an enlarging inlet width (see Figure 12).

period, until the basin had widened to the
point that two ebb channels in the basin clung
to the fixed barrier coasts. From then onward
there hardly was flow over the ebb delta and
all tidal flow was conveyed through the two
channels flanking the delta.

Several channels developed in the tidal basin.
Two channels flanked the hard banks of
the inlet parallel to the coast. The dynamic
channels in the central basin showed persistent
periodic migration (Figure 10), which could
also be observed in the inlet channel but
not at all on the ebb delta. The period of the
quasiperiodic behavior doubled after the break
in data with unknown cause. On average the
inlet had two distinct channels persistently
located at the fixed inlet walls, whereas the
delta and basin had migrating channels
(Figure 8b). The deepest channels were found
in the inlet and basin whereas the ebb delta
had shallower channels (Figure 8c).

The basin area was larger than for the erodible inlet experiment (Figure 15), but the water depth was
generally much smaller and hence the delta also had a smaller volume. The basin and delta area grew
rapidly in the beginning and much more gradually than the erodible inlet experiment (note that the step in
Figure 15 is due to the gap in data). Most of the growth was accomplished at about 25 h, but the basin and
delta never entirely ceased growing because of the erodibility of the basin boundary. The material at the
boundary was cohesionless as the material in the basin, and perhaps there was some groundwater outflow
occurring in the ebb phase that enhanced basin growth. The ratio of intertidal to total basin and delta area
is about 0.9 as in the final stages of the experiment with the erodible inlet (Figure 15c).

3.5. Experiment 29 With Fixed Inlet, Rapidly Rising Sea Level
The third experiment (number 29) with fixed inlet width and stepwise sea level rise initially evolved from
the second experiment without significant changes in dynamics (Figure 16), although initially the basin
area increased relative to the second experiment that was the initial condition for this experiment, which
is possibly due to a slight difference between the sea level at the end of the previous experiment and at
the beginning of the present (Figure 17). Sea level was raised stepwise 5 times during the experiment to
test the effect of higher sea level relative to initial land level. The response to sea level rise was limited to a
temporary deepening and widening of the channels flanking the ebb delta and of the channels in the
basin that clung to the coastal barrier. The main central channel in the basin maintained its dynamics and
dimensions without observable effects after the first two steps. The third and particularly the fourth step,
however, reoccupied the central ebb channel on the delta and a major portion of the basin, which changed
both focus and periodic behavior in the inlet channel and in the basin. The final step led to permanent
reactivation of the central channel on the delta, focusing the flow in the inlet in one channel and building
a new lobe on top of the older, now drowned, delta surface. The basin was active over a larger surface but
periodic behavior remained remarkably similar.

The larger tidal basin relative to previous experiments allowed larger channels to form. Hence, a detail in
the morphology became apparent that can perhaps also occasionally be seen in the imagery of experiment
28. At the landward head of migrating channels a fan of small channels and reworked sediment with
suggestions of even finer channel scales appears (see online movie of experiment 29). It appears as if the
migrating curved channel sweeps the sediment, eroded from its outer bank, in landward direction. However,
the small converging channels on this fresh sediment can also be seen as ebb channels. This observation
remains uncertain because of the limited dye concentration and the large size of the particles relative to the
smallest channels.
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Figure 14. Time stack of indicative water depth from redness of experiment 28 with fixed inlet sidewalls during ebb phase in the basin. Abscissa shows relative
distance from the center along a straight profile or angle along semicircular profiles from left to right when looking seaward. Black line indicates gap in data of
24 h due to camera connection failure. The basin time stack is the same as shown in Figure 6.

There is a surprising difference between the channel area and basin area time series of the second and third
experiment. At about 130 h the basin area in the third experiment increased suddenly due to a sudden step
in sea level and the delta responded over some hours. At the next step, however, the channel area in the
basin and on the delta responded almost immediately and simultaneously, but the basin and delta area
hardly responded. This is also reflected in the major fluctuation in the ratio of intertidal and total area. Visual
observations suggest that after the first sea level rise steps sediment is still transported on the ebb delta
while the basin water level is still below the surrounding dry area, whereas at 130 h the sea level reached
the top level of the horizontal dry area surrounding the tidal basin. This led to rapid bank erosion and
basin enlargement.

4. Discussion and Interpretation
4.1. Evaluation of the Relaxed Scaling Approach
The similarity of small-scale experiments to natural systems, in general, but not to a particular prototype,
can be assessed in three independent ways: by comparison of qualitative behavior of flow and morphology
with natural systems, by quantitative comparison of dimensionless measures for flow and sediment
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Figure 15. Time series of intertidal area and channel area for
experiment 28 with fixed inlet sidewalls. (a) Channel and inter-
tidal area in the basin. (b) Channel and intertidal area on the ebb
delta. (c) Ratio of intertidal and channel area in the basin and
on the ebb delta. Black line indicates gap in data of 24 h due to
camera connection failure.

dynamics, and by normalized geometric
dimensions of the entire system and of the
channels and shoals compared to those in
natural systems [Kleinhans et al., 2014b]. The
comparison in this paper between experiments
and nature is somewhat limited by the lack of
detailed bed elevation models and flow data
in the experiments and the lack of long-term
observations in nature. This means that we
cannot establish with certainty that the
periodically reversing flow is indeed similar to
tidal currents in nature in waveform, in phase
relations between flow depth and velocity
and in bed shear stress. However, the visual
observations and Movie S6 in the supporting
information strongly suggest a sinusoidal
waveform of current velocity in the experi-
ments. Here we calculate characteristics of the
tidal hydrodynamics and sediment mobility
for typical conditions in the experiments and
in natural inlets with ebb deltas of a range
of sizes in Portugal and in the Wadden Sea
(The Netherlands) (Table 2).

The small-scale morphodynamics of channels
and shoals were similar to those in natural
tidal systems in the sense that perpetually
changing pairs of mutually evasive ebb- and
flood-dominated channels were found. The
experimental bars had heights of approxi-
mately the time-averaged depth in agreement
with other experiments with high channel
aspect ratios [Tambroni et al., 2005; Stefanon et
al., 2010].

The most important dimensionless measure
for morphodynamics is that of sediment mobil-
ity, and this has the same range of values as
in natural systems (Table 2). This is due to the
flume tilting that drives the tidal flow and the
low-density sediment, which solve the most
important scale issue of past experiments.
Froude numbers are somewhat higher in
the experiments but as long as the flow is
subcritical this is not problematic for bar

patterns [Kleinhans et al., 2014b], although even supercritical flow is occasionally observed in estuaries
[e.g., Dalrymple and Rhodes, 1995] and the effect of near-critical flow on tidal wave propagation in the
experiments remains unknown. The Reynolds numbers are much smaller but are above the threshold for
turbulent flow in the inlet and part of the basin, which allows suspension of sediment. The Reynolds particle
numbers are as large as in nature and far above the threshold where unscaled scour holes or ripples form.
This is due to the large particle size and indeed this important negative scale effect of scour holes was not
observed in our experiments, contrary to most other experiments [Tambroni et al., 2005; Stefanon et al., 2010;
Kleinhans et al., 2014b]. However, the large particles obscured the tendency of the experiments to form small
distributive channels. This can perhaps be solved by a larger experimental setup.

Permeability of the sediment was much larger than in nature due to the large particle size, which caused
a scale effect of rapid groundwater outflow at the tidal basin margins and perhaps also on the steeper
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Figure 16. Time stack of indicative water depth from redness of experiment 29 with fixed inlet sidewalls and sea level rise during ebb phase in the basin. Times
when sea level was suddenly raised are indicated following a period with the same conditions as in the constant sea level experiment (Figure 14). Abscissa shows
relative distance from the center along a straight profile or angle along semicircular profiles from left to right when looking seaward. Black lines indicate gaps in
data of 69.4, 15.8, and 13.2 h due to camera connection failures. Green dashed lines indicate moments when sea level was raised.

banks of the migrating channels. This must have increased the erodibility of these margins and banks. We
could argue that in natural tidal basins the small creek systems and tidal marshes also continue to deliver
minor amounts of discharge which was here effectively simulated by the groundwater outflow. However,
that flow in nature is hardly fed by groundwater, which is probably orders of magnitude slower in natural
systems with fine sediments than in the present experiments. In future experiments groundwater outflow
can be controlled by introducing a low-density sediment with a large range of particle sizes, which reduces
permeability, yet the largest particles keep the boundary hydraulically rough [Kleinhans et al., 2014b].

The duration of development of the entire basin is, expressed in number of tides, similar to that in nature.
Although most natural systems evolved over the Holocene under gradually changing conditions, the
formative time of small basins after sudden breaching is much faster and can take place in years [e.g.,
Vila-Concejo et al., 2003; Bertin et al., 2009]. Likewise, adjustments to man-induced changes in large tidal
basins take place in decades [Biegel and Hoekstra, 1995]. The experimental systems developed in about
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Figure 17. Time series of intertidal area and channel area for
experiment 29 with fixed inlet sidewalls and sea level rise.
(a) Channel and intertidal area in the basin. (b) Channel and
intertidal area on the ebb delta. (c) Ratio of intertidal and
channel area in the basin and on the ebb delta. Black lines
indicate gaps in data of 69.4, 15.8, and 13.2 h due to camera
connection failures. Green dashed lines indicate moments
when sea level was raised.

5000 tidal cycles, which, in nature, would
amount to about 7 years. The experimental
tidal cycle is about a factor 500 shorter than in
nature, suggesting that the temporal scale is
about 500 times faster than in nature. However,
the basin margins and channel banks in the
experiments were more erodible than expected
in nature because of the groundwater outflow.
Furthermore, it is known from river experi-
ments that channel migration proceeds much
faster than expected on the basis of scaling
by sediment transport [Braudrick et al., 2009,
Kleinhans et al., 2014b], so this number remains
uncertain pending future work on time scaling
of bank erosion in experiments.

The spatial scale of the experiments depends
on the natural system that the experiment
is compared to the following: the smallest
is several hundreds of meters [Vila-Concejo
et al., 2003; van der Vegt and Hoekstra, 2012]
and larger basis are tens of kilometers
(Table 2) resulting in spatial scale factors of
1000–100,000. The large-scale geometry of the
experimental tidal basins shows a scale effect:
the length of the tidal basin relative to the
tidal wavelength is somewhat smaller in the
experiments than the large systems in nature,
again suggesting that the experiments
represent small inlet systems.

Clearly the tilting flume setup is effective in
creating tidal flow and sediment transport
conditions. For future experiments, a setup
to measure flow velocity fields and depth is
needed for a more in-depth analysis of the flow
behavior compared to natural tidal systems,
and a larger facility with a higher tilting
frequency would be needed for better scaling
of basin size relative to tidal wavelength and for
effective use of cohesive sediment [Kleinhans et
al., 2014b].

4.2. Growth and Equilibrium of Basins
The initial growth of the basins from a
breach represents one end of a continuum of
possibilities in nature, where the other end is

perhaps the filling of a large coastal embayment to form a short basin [e.g., Vos et al., 2011]. Furthermore,
these experiments perhaps represent small basins with artificial breaches in coastal barriers that are, and
will be, applied for flood protection and to increase valuable intertidal habitat, for instance de Slufter (Texel
barrier island, the Netherlands) [van der Vegt and Hoekstra, 2012], an artificial inlet in Medmerry (Selsey,
south of England) and the Ancão inlet (Ria Formosa barrier system, South Portugal) [e.g., Vila-Concejo
et al., 2003].

None of the experiments attained a stable equilibrium size of the tidal basin. Initially, there was rapid
adjustment of basin size and, when freely erodible, of inlet width until a near-equilibrium was reached.
Other experiments not presented here confirm this and indicate that higher flume tilting amplitude
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created larger basins, whereas lower amplitude resulted in smaller basins. The size of the near-equilibrium
basin and delta were sensitive to the sea level relative to the initial sediment bed level, the initial breach
volume and the tidal tilting amplitude. Low-average water level with respect to the sediment bed caused
long sharply curved channels and low dynamics with little channel migration, which resulted in an
irregularly shaped ebb-tidal delta. High-average water level led to more channels in the basin, high channel
migration rates and a more regularly shaped ebb-tidal delta. Here the size of the ebb delta is determined by
the volume of sediment exported from the tidal basin and the depth of the sea (in agreement with Kleinhans
et al. [2012]). Furthermore, high sea level relative to the tidal basin margin means higher bank erosion rates
which causes rapid enlargement of the basin. In experiments where an ebb delta is prevented to form
by sediment removal, the basin enlarges until the currents become so weak that sediment is no longer
mobilized [Stefanon et al., 2010]. However, there is ample evidence that natural systems attain equilibrium
of large-scale dimensions and tidal prism while maintaining local morphodynamics [O’Brien, 1969; Biegel
and Hoekstra, 1995; Oost and de Boer, 1994; Elias and van der Spek, 2006; Powell et al., 2006]. These combined
observations raise the question what is the key difference between nature with large-scale equilibrium and
the experiments with large-scale disequilibrium.
4.2.1. Feedback Between Tidal System Dimensions and Balance of Imported and Exported Sediment
A first difference between the experiments and natural systems is the transport of sediment by alongshore
tidal currents and waves in combination with tidal asymmetry. This may lead to an extra sediment transport
component into the tidal basin. In the experiments the tides were extremely simple and waves were
absent, so that all sediment captured in the sea could not return landward and was lost from the basin. In
nature both waves and addition of an M4 component to the tides can cause enhanced landward sediment
transport, which could balance the net erosion.

Furthermore, littoral drift and sediment delivery by rivers and wind clearly affect the sediment balance
and resulting equilibrium dimensions of natural systems, and lagoonal systems may develop morphology
related to depositional processes and their rates. Such systems can perhaps be simulated in this
experimental setup but would depend on the similarity of the process that causes the sediment supply to
the tidal basin. The present experiments were limited on purpose to a situation where tidal currents solely
determined the morphological development.

Eysink [1990] empirically found a relation between the intertidal surface area and the surface area of the
entire basin. Here basin area is the sum of intertidal area and channel surface area (not to be confused with
cross-sectional inlet channel area). For smaller tidal basins of the Wadden Sea, excluding the closed
IJsselmeer basin, the ratio of intertidal area and basin area was between 0.65 and 0.8 and smaller for larger
basins. For the much smaller experimental basins we found slightly higher ratios of about 0.9, suggesting
less channel area and more intertidal area. This is perhaps explained by the lack of cohesive boundaries in
the experiments, which causes wider and shallower intertidal areas relative to basins with protected banks.

In a systematic modeling study the length of the basin determined whether sediment was imported or
exported [Ridderinkhof et al., 2014]. For systems with cohesionless erodible boundaries this could suggest
the existence of two distinct equilibria: one with short basins kept short by sediment import, regardless
of cohesive boundaries or tidal marsh formation, and another where basins, allowed to enlarge for lack of
cohesive boundaries, enlarge even further because of their exporting tendency.
4.2.2. Relation Between Tidal Basin Dimensions and Margin Erodibility
The second, more important difference between the experiments and nature is therefore higher erodibility
of sediment at the experimental basin boundary. Natural tidal systems are usually confined by antecedent
valley shape, bedrock and cohesive, clay-rich mud flats, often flanked by tidal marshes [e.g., Vos and van
Kesteren, 2000]. This causes high critical shear stresses that the weak tidal currents near the basin boundaries
usually do not exceed. In the experiments on the other hand the sediment was entirely cohesionless. During
ebb some groundwater outflow weakened the banks further. The inevitable consequence is that
experimental basins continue to enlarge as long as bank sediment can be mobilized. Given that the bank
slope is by its nature higher than the bed slope, sediment entrainment continues until sediment motion
has ceased in the entire basin. Likewise, a numerical model with a self-formed estuary continued to enlarge
slowly over time because the basin boundary was unprotected [van der Wegen et al., 2008].

This situation of runaway bank erosion has an analogy in braided gravel-bed rivers that are, even at bankfull
discharge, on average below the threshold for sediment motion. Such rivers are conceptually called
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“threshold channels” [Parker, 1978], which can here be extended to the concept of “threshold” tidal basins. A
threshold tidal basin is a conceptually meaningful end-member of a continuum from entirely freely formed
tidal basins in cohesionless sediment to tidal basin boundaries reinforced by cohesive sediment and tidal
marsh vegetation, analogous to river floodplain, to entirely fixed basin banks, analogous to rivers with very
dense riparian vegetation, bedrock boundaries, or artificial bank protection. The tidal system threshold
concept proposed here states that tidal basins always enlarge until the shear stress at the basin boundary
is below the threshold for sediment motion in the absence of other constraints. This situation, in turn, may
mean that the small-scale channels and shoals are not likely to be very dynamic, in contrast to the situation
where the basin is kept deeper and smaller in surface area by a cohesive, vegetated, or otherwise resistant
boundary, so that shear stress and perhaps velocity are higher, the sediment is more mobile and hence
the small-scale morphodynamics are more intense. Addition of weakly cohesive sediment and vegetation
(e.g., alfalfa sprouts) in future experiments could lead to more cohesive basin boundaries and a self-formed
equilibrium as it did in river experiments [Tal and Paola, 2007; Braudrick et al., 2009; Kleinhans et al., 2014b].

Our results have implications for design and management practice of new inlet systems: when the banks of
the inlet channel are resistant against erosion, tidal basin growth is slowed down, whereas when the banks
of the entire inland basin are nonerodible that entirely fixes the system dimensions including that of the
inlet. Furthermore, these results suggest dimensions of estuaries may be affected similarly by self-formed
boundaries of intertidal mud flats and ecoengineering species.

4.3. Quasiperiodic Channel and Shoal Morphodynamics
The causes of formation of ebb- and flood-dominated channels and zig zag bars remain unclear. They
formed from a plane bed in symmetrical tidal conditions in the experiments of Kleinhans et al. [2014a] in
the same flume as the present experiments, which demonstrates that neither tidal asymmetry nor
planimetric asymmetry, or even bends as often found in estuaries, are necessary conditions as is suggested
by van Veen [1950] and Dalrymple and Rhodes [1995]. Also, Hibma et al. [2003] found a series of ebb- and
flood-dominated channels in their perfectly straight numerical model of a theoretical estuary. The combined
evidence of experiments and modeling therefore suggests that the mutual evasion develops through a
morphodynamic feedback mechanism operating in a bidirectional current. Kleinhans et al. [2014a] found
that tidal shoals often widen and then develop blunt V-shaped heads on one side as the flow bifurcated
around the shoal. As a result, mutually evasive ebb- or flood-dominated channels developed. Thus, they
probably arise from a combination of flow evading the steep heads of incipient, asymmetrical shoals formed
by the flow in opposite direction [Kleinhans et al., 2014a], which points at the importance of bifurcation
processes well known in rivers [Kleinhans et al., 2013]. In the present experiments shoals grow on one side
only as the curved channels migrate sideways. Perhaps these ingredients are already sufficient for the
development of new theory for tidal bifurcation stability. The mutual evasion usually causes curvature of the
channels which then migrate outward (Figure 10) similar to gentle river bends for which bed effects have
been included in bifurcation stability studies [Kleinhans et al., 2013].

However, the periodic behavior observed in the present experiments was neither seen in the Kleinhans et al.
[2014a] experiments with mutually evasive ebb and flood channels nor in the modeling of inlets and short
tidal basins [Dissanayake et al., 2009; Dastgheib, 2012] and of estuaries [Hibma et al., 2003, van der Wegen
et al., 2008]. Field observations on the other hand show hints of quasiperiodic behavior but the observa-
tional time series are usually too short to cover more than one cycle [FitzGerald et al., 1984; Sha, 1989b; Oost
and de Boer, 1994; Israel and Dunsbergen, 1999; Elias et al., 2012]. Furthermore, periodic behavior on natural
ebb deltas may be caused by directional information in the boundary conditions such as a dominant wave
direction at an angle with the coast or a propagating tidal wave. Possibly periodic behavior of small-scale
ebb- and flood-dominated channels in natural basins such as shown in Figure 1 and Dalrymple and Rhodes
[1995] can in the future be recovered from higher-frequency imagery.

In all experiments there was a striking contrast between the dynamics on the ebb delta and in the inlet and
basin. After initial delta buildup there were two channels along the delta that were rather static in position.
In the basin on the other hand there were periods of strong quasiperiodic morphodynamics (Figures 11–16,
also see Movies S4 and S5 in the supporting information). The periodic behavior was most obvious in the
stepped sea level rise experiment where it persisted throughout the experiment with a roughly constant
period (Figure 16). In the experiments with constant sea level the periodic behavior nearly continuously
occurred at a higher frequency. Furthermore, major shifts occurred in the basin in response to large-scale
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Table 3. Quasiperiodic Morphodynamics at Various Locations Derived From the
Time Stacksa

Experiment Tides Period (h) Duration (h) Time (h) Location

26 70 1.5 24 10 central ebb delta
110 2.5 9 36 basin 30◦

70 1.5 10 125 inlet, basin 45◦

90 2 8 210 basin −15◦

28 550 12 12 5 ebb delta, basin axis
80 1.5–2 70 20 basin axis

410 9 65 116 basin axis

29 180 4 120 1 basin axis
180 4 40 180 basin axis

aThe periodicity is expressed in the number of tides, the period in experimental
time, the duration of the experiment during which the periodicity was observed, the
time at which the periodicity started, and the location where it started.

shifts on the delta and the inlet also shows some response in location and fluctuation of the two inlet
channels. This is particularly clear in the experiment with the erodible inlet where major channel bifurcation
in the basin and inlet channel widening were almost always followed by the periodic dynamics (Figures 11,
after about 36, 37, 130, 170, and 220 h).

The resolution of the imagery is just sufficient to demonstrate that these dynamics are also seen in the
inlet. The most prominent periodic behavior occurs as mutually exclusive ebb- and flood-dominated
channels swap position (Figure 10). Visual determination of the periods (Table 3) confirms that the
periodicity varies an order of magnitude between different experiments, locations and times, but the most
obvious switching of ebb- and flood-dominated channels has a period of about 2 h or about 100 tides. In
nature this would amount to about 2 months, which contrasts with the 40 year time scale of alternation
between a one- and two-channel inlet between the Ameland and Terschelling barrier islands in Netherlands
[Israel and Dunsbergen, 1999]. This mismatch roughly corresponds with the observations that experimental
channels migrate an order of magnitude faster than in nature, perhaps because of lack of mud and
ecoengineering species. However, in the natural situation, storms, littoral currents, and a progressive tidal
wave affect the orientation of the inlet.

Clearly, the tilting experimental setup appears well suited to study periodic behavior of channels and shoals
in idealized conditions. Thus, the idea of turning the tide for experiments by tilting the flume opens up new
possibilities for tidal morphodynamics research that are complementary to numerical modeling and field
observations [Coco et al., 2013].

5. Conclusions

A novel periodically tilting flume drove periodically reversing currents similar to tidal currents, which formed
short tidal basins from an initial breach in the coastline. The system developed a tidal basin with inlet and
ebb delta of similar forms as found in nature and with similar overall sediment mobility during peak ebb
and flood flow phases, estimated from limited flow measurements. Future experiments with detailed flow
measurements should compare laboratory flow characteristics with natural tidal flows.

Under the simple tidal forcing a tidal basin developed with near-equilibrium dimensions. However, the basin
continued to grow slowly because of the erodible margins of the basin and inlet channel, which is similar
behavior as found in threshold channels in gravel-bed rivers where cohesionless banks continue to erode
until sediment is on average below the threshold for motion. This strongly suggests that equilibrium
dimensions of tidal basins in nature depend on antecedent geology and the processes at the basin margins
of mud sedimentation and vegetation colonization.

Mutually evasive ebb and flood channels formed in all experiments except those below the threshold for
sediment motion. Moreover, the channels and shoals remained dynamic throughout the experiments and
showed persistent quasiperiodic behavior under otherwise constant conditions. Particularly, situations with
two active channels on the ebb delta and/or in the tidal inlet were conducive to quasiperiodic behavior. This
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means that quasiperiodic channel-shoal behavior is intrinsic and does not require external forcing. There is
interaction with the larger scale as changes in periodicity in the tidal inlet and basin often coincided with
large-scale reorganization of the ebb delta in the form of channel migration, cutting, and avulsion. This
suggests that changes driven by storms and littoral currents affect quasiperiodic behavior in nature.

The tilting flume setup opens up new possibilities for tidal morphodynamics research that is
complementary to field studies and numerical modeling. Our results show that there is a need for field
observations on periodic channel and shoal behavior and for development of theory for tidal channel
bifurcations leading to the mutual evasion of ebb- and flood-dominated channels.
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